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~&TRACT 

After a detailed review of the information available on stock-recruitment relaiionships and environmentally- 
driven variations of abundance in shrimps, lhe impact of this variability on lhe apparent shape of lhe SRR ‘is 
examined. The existence of a strong autocorrelafion in yearly data is stressed and it is concluded fhat the presently- 
available relafionships do no1 demonstrate fhat the recrultment of shrimps is a function of stock size. 

Examinalion of the particular cases when “seasonal” relationships have been eslablished rvifh tnonthly data 
shows that despite a certain similarily in shape fhey should nof be interprefed as SRR sensu stricto and a three- 
dimensional interpretation is proposed instead. 

The olher possible sources of errer and bias are final& examined and the consequences of the above finditzgs 
on management strafegies are briefly discussed. 

KEY WOHDS : Population dynamics - - Recruitment - .- Fishery --- Management Environmental fac tors 
-- Statistical models - rAterature reviens - Shrimp. 

REswÉ 

LA RELATION STOCK-RECRUTEMENT CHEZ LES CREVETTES : RÉALITk OU ARTEFACTS ET MÉPRISES ? 

L’information disponible sur les relations slock-recrulement (RSR) chez les crevettes est exatninée de manière 
détaillée, en particulier en ce qui concerne la qualité el la perlinence des indicateurs utilisés ainsi que l’interprètatiotz 
des observations. Il apparaît que dans la majoril des cas la RSR pourrai1 être matérialisée par une droite passant 
par l’origine, ce qui a ~26 interprète par divers auieurs comme la preuve que la pèche affectai1 direclemenl le recrulement. 

Remettant celte interprétation en question, l’auieur rappelle que les crevettes sont des unimaux ti vie courte dont 
les stocks, composés le plus souvent d’une seule classe d’âge annuelle, sont caracférisés par des variafions inter- 
annuelles de recrufement et d’abondance en relation avec l’environnement (dont l’effet sur la survie des phases 
estuariennes du cycle vital est importani). Il rappelle que ces variations d’abondance, lout comme celle de l’hydro- 
climat, sont le plus souvent autocorrélées. Dans ces conditions, le modèle fradiiionnel et déterministe de la RSR devraif 
être remplacé par un modèle dèrivé mais différent qui, au lieu de considérer l’effet de I’envitwztzemet~t sur la relation 
comme un <t bruit j>, l’intégrerait de manière explicite. 

L’auteur montre, en outre, que lorsque l’on considère qu’il n’existe pas pour un stock donné une seule RSR 
mais une famille de relations correspondant à diffère& états de l’environnement, les variaiions autocorrèlèes de ce 
dernier conduisent à l’observafion de pseudo-RSR linéaires quand la mortaliié par pêche varie peu. 

Examinant plus particulièrement le cas des RSR G saisonnières o -- éfablies sur une base de temps infërieure 
à l’année, pour des cohortes mensuelles pur exemple -- l’auteur conclut que les mêmes artéfacts peuvent conduire aux 

(1) This topic 1~1s hecn shortly ndressed by the arrthor in Û nolc on L‘Envi~onnzezzl:zl Aspccls of Pczzacid Shrimp Biology anà 
Dynamics”, a paper prosented at Ihe Workshop on lhc SciezkiRc Bnsis for Ihc. 3lanagcment of Pennrid Shrimp. Key West, Floridn, 
18-24 Novemher 1981. 

(2) Fisheries Departmenf, FilO, Via delle Terme di Çaraculla, 00700 Rome, Ilalt~. 
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mêmes mauvaises inierprétations. Il indique que les relations ne peuvent être interprt!tées que comme les relations 
entre un siock reproducteur donné à un moment donné de l’année (caraciérisé par un ensemble propre de paramètres 
climatiques) et le recrutement qui en découle. Le phénomène représenté par une RSR << saisonnière H quand seuls S 
et R sont considérés ne maférialise pas la réaction du recrutemenf (R) à des variations du stock (S) dues à la pêche 
mais il est le résuliat d’une adaptation ontogénétique complexe de la population à un environnement aux caractéris- 
tiques saisonnièrement oscillantes. 

Au cours de la discussion qui suit l’exposé de cette théorie, l’auteur examine les autres sources possibles de biais 
ou d’arfëfact dans les RSR chez les crevettes et conclut que la non prise en compte de l’exploitafion des pré-recrues 
et de ses éventuelles variations est une très sérieuse source potentielle de biais pouvant conduire à l’observation de RSR 
linéaires passant par l’origine. 

L’auteur conclut que l’existence de RSR sensu stricto chez les crevettes resie encore à démontrer en prenant 
en compte beaucoup plus de données, à de nombreux niveaux d’effort, de manière à définir la forme exacte de la relation, 
et en utilisant une approche multivariable. 

En matière d’aménagement il souligne que les questions essentielles concernent : l’identification des facieurs 
influant sur le recrutemeni, la quantification des effets respecfifs de la pêche ef des autres facteurs, et les possibiliiés 
réelles de contrôle ou de prédicfion des diffèrenfs facteurs pertinenfs (parfois non réversibles dans le cas de certaines 
dégradations littorales) par les organismes chargés de l’aménagement. 

MOTS-CLE~ : Dynamique population - Recrutement 
statistique - Revue bibliographique - Crevette. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The problem of the shape of the stock-recruitment 
relationship (SRR) (1) in marine animals has been 
the subject of a large number of papers in the last 
decade following the earlier classics of BRVERLON 
and HOLT, and RICKER. 

In the particular case of crustaceans, the literature 
has been very sparse up to 1980. This la& of infor- 
mation was underlined by HANCOCK (1973; 1979). 
In the particular case of penaeid shrimp, NEAL 
(1975) recognized that no relationship had been 
identifled in the Gulf of Mexico and summarized 
the assumptions that had emerged: 

(a) because of the high fecundity of shrimp 
a relatively small population of spawners is required 
to maintain stock levels; 

(b) the flshery is operating somehwere on the 
flat part of the (asymptotic) curve SO that environ- 
mental fluctuations rather than changes in spawner 
abundance are the primary cause of stock fluctua- 
tions; 

(c) overflshing is unlikely hecause flshing becomes 
unprofitable at levels of abundance which are still 
on the flat part of the curve. 
These assumptions were apparently considered still 
valid when establishing the Fishery Management 
Plan for the U.S. shrimp fishery in Lhe Gulf of Mexico 
(GMFMC, 1981). In Lheir review of Lhe biology 

- Gestion stock - Facteur abiotique - Modèle 

and dynamics of penaeids GARCIA and LE RESTE 
(1981) noted that there were no published indica- 
tions showing with certainty that recruitement 
had been affected by fishing. They also noted that 
according to BAKUN and PARRISH (1981), if nurseries 
have limited and relatively constant biological 
capacity, the Beverton and Holt-type relation- 
ship is the most likely one. They stated that 
“for practical purposes, however, if there is no 
clear relationship between the stock and the recruit- 
ment within a range of reasonable levels of exploi- 
tation, such relationship cari be wholly neglected 
and recruitment cari be considered to depend on 
environment only”. This conclusion, even if not 
clearly expressed, underlies the elaboration of the 
numerous predictive models for shrimps based on 
a relationship between annual production and 
environmental pararneters (rainfall, temperature, 
river outflow, estuarine habitat, etc.) extensively 
reviewed by GARCIA and LE RESTE. 

More recently at the Workshop on the Scientific 
Basis for the Management of Penaeid Shrimp, 
organized by NOAA/NMFS (Key West, Florida, 
18-24 November 1981) there were a number of 
papers presented dealing with the subject. 

The purpose of the present paper is to examine 
the recent information on stock-recruitment of 
shrimps in the context of the well-documented 
existence of important variations in recruitment 
and stock size caused by environmental factors. 

(1) Throughout the toxt SRFI stands for sloclc-rccruitment relationships, R = f(S), while the symetric function S = f(R) 
is callcd replacement linc. 

OcSanogr. trop. 18 (1): 25-48 (19S3). 
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Section 2 of the document provides a review of 
the available evidence on SRR and on the existence 
of natural or man-induced environmentally-driven 
changes in stock size of shrimps. 

In section 3 the theoret,ical and practical implica- 
tions of the existence of important variations in 
recruitment not directly related to stock size (and 
level of fishing) on the traditional SRR concept 
are examined. Attention is drawn to the exis’tence 
of strong serial correlation in the data and the 
conseyuent production of “apparent,” stock and 
recruitment trajectories, sometimes resembling SR 
relationships but which could be interpreted as 
artefacts. 

In Section 4, the published SRK are re-examined 
in the Iight of t,he aforementioned phenomena and 
particular attention is paid to the “seasonal” SHK’s. 
It is tentatively demonstrated that a11 SKR’s 
published cari indeed be artefacts or misinterpre- 
tations and that the possible existenc,e of SRR in 
shrimp has still to be demonstrated. Finally, after 
reviewing the other possible sources of error and 
bias the consequences in terms of management 
are given. 

2. REVIEW OP THE AVATLARLE INFORMA- 
TION 

In order to present the eiemems of a discussion 
we shall summarize here tbe available information 
on published SRR’s and natural variations of stock 
size and recruitrnent. 

2.1. Stock-recruitment relationships 

Two types of observations are available for 
penaeids suggesting either a quasi-linear relation- 
ship between stock and recruitment within the 
range of observed values or no relationship at 
ah. The first type of observations have been 
Cound in: ROTHSCHILD and PARRACK (1981), BRI:N- 
NENMEISTER (1%) and PARHACK (1981) in the 
Gulf of Mexico; YE (1981) in the Yellow Sea; MORGAN 
and GARCIA (1982) in Kuwait. The second type 
of information was given by KIRI~WOO~ (1981) 
in Australia and NICHOLS (1981) in the Gulf of 
Mexico. 

In addition, HODDEKE (1982) found a Beverton 
and Holt-type of relationship for the Caridean 
brown shrimp Crarzgo/~ crnrzgorl populations of four 

geographical areas along t,he toast of the Netherlands 
and Helgium. 

In a very thorough analysis of catch and effort 
stat,istics of the Gulf of Mexico penaeid shrimp 
fisheries RRUNNENIM~ISTEH (1981) examined tbe 
relationship between the yearly catch per unit 
of ef’fort in year n-+1 and the calculat.ed number 
of survivors available during the main spawning 
season in year n, for bath Perzaeus setiferus 
and P. aztecus and found significant correlations 
(Figure 1). According to the author this suggest.s 
that “the abundance in any year is related to the 
degree of exploitation and stock size in the previous 
one”, and HOTIISCHILL~ and PAEIRACK (1981) conside- 
red this was a stock-recruitment relationship, the cpue 
in year n + 1 being taken as an index of recruitment. 
Ilowever, it. must be noted that the number of 
survivors available for spawning in year n and the 
average abundance in year n+l bot,11 depend on 
the level of eCfort exerted in the respective yeara 
considered. Therefore a substantial part of the 
correlation observed by BRUNNENXEISTER may be 
due to the strong serial correlation generally obser- 
ved in a lime series of annual effort levels. 

After a virtual population analysis usine; the 
Gulf of tilexico brown shrimp Perlaeus nzfecus, 
fishery data base PARELLCK (1981) proposed an 
interesting set of dRH’s established on a seasonal 
(monthly cohort) ha&. The biomass of 8 months 
and older age group available every month was 
used as a measure of the spawning stock. The 
estimated biomass of the srnaller size group in the 
catch is taken as a measure of monthly recruit- 
menls. The relationships bave been established 
hetween the spawning sloclt cstimated for a 
given month and the recruits three months later( l), by 
groupmg the data by birth (spawning) month in 
order to “partition out as much environmentally- 
caused variations as possible”. According to 
PARRACK, the data shows lhat spawner-recruit 
relations (2) do exist (Figure 2). These relations 
are nearly linear and their slope changea seasonally: 
the steepest, slopes are observed for winter and 
early spring spaw-ned cohorts (December-Marc.h) 
while the smallest ones are found for the summer 
spawned ones (July-August). Intermediate slopes 
are observed for spring (April-.&y) and autumn 
((!ct,ober-So\lernl>er) spawning. 

The concept. OC monthly SRK’s is attractive 
hecause il: would allow opporlunity Cor recognizing 
the existence of bath continuous spawning and 

Octfanogr. trop. 18 (1): 2%48 (lS8.7). 
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FIG. 1. - Stock-recruitment relationship for Penaeus 
azfwus from BHUNNENMEISTER (1981). 

Relafion sfock-recrutement chez Penaeus aztecus, d’après 
BRUNNENMEISTER (1981). 
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FIG. 2. - Seasonal stock-recruitment relationship for 
Penaeus azfecus (from PARRACK, 1981). Thc lines drawn 

by eye have been added. 
Relation saisonniére stock-recrutement chez Penacus aztecus 
(d’après PARRACK, 1981). Les droites d’ajnsfemenf ” à 

I’œil ” onf été surajoufbes. 
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FIG. 3. - A: variations of survival rate between the cgg and rocruitement (average 1970-75). Data from B~DDEKE and BECKER 
(1979). The dotted lines show the spawning cycle in 1978 and 1979 (from BODDEICE, 1982). B: changes in the slope of the apparent 

linear stock-recruitment relalionship in P. azfecus (data from PARRACIC, 1981). 
A: varialions du iauz de survie - de l’oeuf aus recrues - (moyenne 1970-75). DonnOs d’après Bonun~R and BECKER (1979). Les 
lignes poinlillées indiquent le cycle de ponfe en 1978 et 1979 (d’après BOD~~EIZE, 1982). B: évolution annuelle de la penfe de la droite 

représenfanf la relafion apparenfe stock-recrufemenf chez P. aztecus (données d’après PARRACIC, 1981). 

Océanogr. trop. 18 (1): 25-4s [1983). 
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a very short generation time, and Lherefore provide 
more data points (than when working wit.h annual 
data) and compensate for the shortness of most 
of the available time series. However, the inter- 
pretation of the results of such analyses is not 
straightforward: 

(a) The seasonality observed in the slopes of t,he 
relationships could indeed reflect the expected 
natura1 seasonal variations in survival from the egg 
to recruitment. The avaiiable knowledçe on the 
combined effecls of temperature and salinity on 
larval survival (FORD and ST. AMANT, 1971, ZEIN 
ELL)IN and GRIFFITH, 1969) indicates that the 
worse conditions (and likeiy lowest survival rates) 
are met in winter and early spring. This does not 
seem to fit with PARRACK'S results where the lowest 
survivals apparently occur in summer and autumn. 
It must bc noted that BODDEKE and BECKER 
(1979) also found an apparent, seasonal pattern in 
larval survival to recruitment for Crungorz crangorz 
using a totally different approach (Figure 3). 

(bj The observed seasonality may also be, at 
least partly, artificially produced by the introduc- 
tion into the mode1 of inappropriate assumptions. 
The age at recruitment for instance bas been fixed 
at 3 months for a11 cohorts while seasonal changes 
in size and age at recruitment occur in many fishe- 
ries (1). This would introduce a distortion in the 
observed relationships. BODDEKE and BECKER (1979) 
also pointed out this possibility. 

(c) The most potcntially-serious problem howevcr 
lies in the est.imation of the spawning stock abun- 
dance. In PAKRACK'S work, the abundance of a11 
individuals of 8 months and older is taken as a 
spawning stock for each month. However, the 
spawning activity is highly seasonal in this species, 
despite the fact that there are always some females 
(especially the big ones) spawning even in winter. 
HENFRO and BRUSHER (M.S.) have indic,ated that 
spawning activity of P. aztecus is maximum in 
spring and autumn and minimum in summer and 
winter. Moreover, when spawning st.arts after a 
winter resting period, most of the adults are supposed 
to spawn, but immediately aft,er part of the adult 
population is not available anymore for spawning 
for some time (this is shown by the seasonal pattern 
of abundance of spent individuals). 
We must therefore conclude that only a seasonally- 
variable part of the age S+adult stock spawns 
effectively each month, and this would indeed also 

---- _._ 

create apparent seasonal patterns in Lhe relationships 
when not taken into ac,count. 

As a conclusion, it cari be said that Parrack’s 
seasonal approach of SRR is a potentially-powerful 
tool for analysis of the phenornenon, but that the 
fit between the simplifying assumption and the 
biologica1 facts (concerning especially the seasonal 
stability of t,he age at recruitment, t.he overwintering 
problem, and the seasonal pattern of spawning 
act.ivity) rnay need some improvements before 
definite conclusions cari be drawn. E-Iowever, tbe 
type of relation observed by PARRACK for the main 
cohort, recruited in April-June at 3 mont& and 
therefore spawned in Januarv-Marc11 (see Figure 2 
for the February cohort as an example), eould 
probably be the least biased one because it corres- 
ponds to the main spawning period. In addition, 
it is felt that the potential biasea which may have 
been introduced are unlikely to be responsible for 
the fact that correlation between stock and recruit- 
ment in this case is best represented by a positive 
linear relationship. BODDEKE and BECKER (1979) 
also have analyzed on a monthly basis the SRR 
of the North Sea brown shrimp Crarzgon crangorz 
which is also a coastal, short-lived species with 
a protracled spawning season. They analyzed the 
ratio between the calculated abundance of ripe 
eggs (2) (S) laid in a given month and tbe number 
of recruits (R) at 52 mm total lengt,h four months 
later, from 1970 to 1973. Their data show an apparent 
seasonal pattern in survival rate (Figure 3) but 
the authors pointed out, that some of the higher 
values may be biased and retained an average value of 
H/S = 2.35 x 10-3 for the January-September period. 

HODDBKE (1982) used the same type of data 
from 1977-80 to establish conventional SRR relating 
the stock size in March-April, May and June to the 
recruitment four months later (July to October). 
The four curves given in (Figure 4) correspond 
to four different areas with different potentials. 
According to the author the 4 asymptotes indicate 
Lhe (recruitment) “levels on which the different 
stocks reach Lheir maximum size” and the nursery 
grounds area is the limiting factor. However, tbe 
limited dat,a contain a clear upward trend (Figure 5) 
and the posaibility of occurrence of even higher 
recruitment sizes (and bigher asyrnptotes) in the 
future, cannot be tolally rejected. 

The question of the significance of these sorts 
of curves obtained by a combination of monthly 
data point,s Will be particularly examined later on. 

(1) Some overwintering of the autumn spawned larvae have cven been suggested for thal specks ;TE~LE and FrsceHn, 
1967; COOK and LINDNEH, 1970). 

(2) In Crangon crangon eggs are carricd out by the female until hatched. Only ripe eggs were usod for recruitment calcnlations. 

Océanogr. irop. 18 (1) : 2.5-48 (198.3). 
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Spawning Stock size in March - April - May - June 
(Number of ripe eggs) 

FIG. 4. - Apparent stock-recruitment relationship for Crangon crangon in four differenl sectors of the toast of Belgium and 
Netherlands (modified from BODDEKE, 198Zj. A = northern, B = northwestern, C = western, D = southwestern. 

Relation apparente slocfwecrutement chez Crangon crangon dans quatre secteurs des côtes Belges ef Hollandaises (modifiée d’après 
BODDECKR, 1982). A = secfeur nord, B = secteur nord-ouest, C = secfeur ouest, D = secteur sud-ouest. 

ROTHSCHILD and PARRACK (1981) also found 
a SRR for P. aztecus and P. skifer& in the Gulf 
of Mexico using different measures of stock and 
recruitment sizes. They showed that when the 
yearly catch per unit of effort (in weight) in year n is 
taken as an index of average spawning stock size, 
and the highest monthly catch per unit of effort 
in numbers for year n+l as an index of the subse- 
quent recruitment, only a weak relationship (if 
any) could be found for P. setiferus, but a strong 
one was observed for 1). uztecus (Figure 6). The 
relationship has not been iltted but appears to be 
quasi-linear within the data range (as in Parrack’s 
results which were obt.ained with a different type 
of data). They concluded that “the practical manage- 
ment implications are clear: recruitment is affected 
by stock size and stock size is affected by effort 
as demonstrated by the production models”, and 
that “it is possible, given the relationships, to get 

stock sizes each year to give optimal recruitment 
over a series of years.” 

It should however be noted that during the 
period of observation (19651975) fishing mortality 
seems to have been constant (PARRACK, 1981) 
despite an increase in flshing effort (BRUNNEN- 
MEISTEH, 1981), and that even though there is a 
recruitment decrease between 1965 and 1975, the 
overall trend (1960-1979) is upward as indicated 
in Figure 7. The absence of a good SRR for P. setiferus 
is conflrmed by NICHOLS (1981). His analysis on an 
extensive data base for the period 1960-1979) by 
cohort analysis shows that important fluctuations 
of stock size from year to year occur, and that 
these fluctuations are not well related to changes 
in effort level but are very well related to changes 
in recruitment of the year before. No SRR is discer- 
nible within the range of the data. In addition, 
NICHOLS states that the important reduction in 

Océanogr. trop. 18 (1): 25-48 (1983). 
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FIG. 5. -- A: lrcnds in monthly recruitmcnl for Crangorz crangon. 13: trcnds in spawnin g slock-six (al lime tj and recruilmrnt 
(al t.imc jt+4)) in thr data used in Figure a (modified from Bonn~~e, 1082). 

A: tendances du recrafemenf mensuel chez Crangon crangon. R: lendances du stock pondeur (an femps f), et da recrufemenl (au temps 
f +4), dans les données ufilistks pour la figure 4 (modi/% d’aprk BOLIIJEICIC, 19829. 

annual catch levels between 1939-1946 (75 x 10” lbs.) 
and 1960-1978 (13-48 x 10” lbs.) cannot satisfactorily 
be explained by the effect of fishing with a smooth 
SRR, and that a more complicated function with 
Lwo successive inflexion points would be necessary. 

Another set of data on penaeids is given by PAULY 
lin press) whic,h proposes a methodology usable 
for producing SRR’s when catch per unit of efforf- 
series and a few ancillary variables are available. 
The spawning stock size in year n is estimated bg 
the theoretical number of eggs available for spawninp, 
calculated from Bm,--the biomass of mature 
stock-, and the fecunditp relationship. Ijm, is 
calculated as a variable portion of t,he total exploit,ed 
biomass B, (by usina an equation involving Z, K, 

t ‘01 size at first capture, size at first. maturity). 
B, is simply eslimated by the ratio between the 
yearly catch Y, and fishing mortality F,i.e.(I& = 
Y,/F,). The recruilment which produced the stock 
of the year and on which the catch was taken is 
calculated simply by K, = Y,/(Y/R), because L,he 
bulk of t>he catch in any year is obtained on the 
present year class. The relationship belween stock 
and recruil.rnenL cari then be analyzed and Pauly 
applied this methodoloqy to the Gulf of Thailand 
shrimp st,ocks (1). The author states: thal “there 
is no direct St>ock-recruitment relationship” but, 
taking into account the usual variability whieh 
characlerizes this type of phenomenon it could 
be said that, the apparent relationship established 

(1) Al1 specics combinod, using tho biological puramelcrs of E’. indicus as rcpresentalivc of tlle “averagc” sllrimp. 

Océanogr. lrop. 18 (1): 25-48 (1983). 
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FIG. 6. - Stock-recruitment relationship for P. aztecus. The 
shaded area represents the data range for the white shrimp 

P.sefiferus (data from ROTHSCHILD and PARRAC.IC, 1981). 
Hefafion stock-recrufemenf chez P. aztecus. La surface hachurée 
représenfe l’ensemble des données de la crevette blanche P. setiferus 

(données d’après ROTHSCHILD and PARRACK, 1981). 

FIG. 7. - Trends in recruitment of P. azfecus (data 
from PARRACK, 1981). 

Tendances du recrutement de P. aztecus (données d’après 
PARRACK, 1981). . 
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FIG. 8. - A: apparent stock-recruitmcnt rclationship for the shrimps of the Gulf of Thailand. The lines passsing through the origin 
represent the S = f(R) functions for various levels of effort (from f = 0 to f = 6150). B: trends in recruitment in the same data set 

(data from PAULY, in press). 

A: relation apparente sfock-recrufemenf chez les crevettes du golfe du Siam. Les liynes passant par l’origine représentent les foncfions 
S = f(R) pour divers niveaux d’effort de pêche (de f = 0 à f = 6150). B: tendances du recrutement pour le même ensemble de donnt?es 

(données d’après PAULY, sous presse). 

Océanogr. frop. 1S (1): 25-1.8 (1963). 
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by the author is net, worse than any other (see 
Figure 8). 

YE (1981) presented an analysis of the intensive 
Perzaeus orientalis fishery in the Pohai Sea (NoAh 

However, the main problem whcn interpreting 
the result,s lies in the fact that the relationship 
has been established between the number of eggs 

China). The resource undertakes important seasonal 

potentially produc,ed in year n and the recruitment 

migrations between wintering and spawning grounds 

irz the same year (l), confounding the usual SRR 
(where R,+ r = f(S,), involving density-dependent 
larval survival), 

and the flshery cari therefore be divided into two 

and the replacement function 
S, = f(R,), which slope is affected by F. In addition 

phases. The author used the total annual catch in 

it is clear that the plot of Y,/(Y/R), on Y,/F, 
is a plot of one function of Y, against another func- 
tion of Y, both involving F, as a variable. This 
cari generate a strong positive correlation purely 
as a statistical artefact. 

t v Juvenile index 

.,.,... Total ca,tch 

numbers from one year class as an index of recruit- 
ment (2) and the catch in number from the spring 

MORGAN and GARCIA (1982) also found for Penaeus 

flshery (just before spawning) as an index of parental 

semisulcatus in Kuwait, a quasi-linear relationship 

stock size. It is interesting to not,e that in this 
particular case the level of effort does not appear 

between stock size in biological (3) year n-as 

t.o have any effect on stock size within the range of 
available data. On the contrary the year-to-year 
variations in annual catches and catch rates closely 

measured by the average cpue in weight-and 

follow the variations in recruitment. As a conse- 

recruitment in year (n+l)-calculated by dividing 

quence the annual catch is indeed a good index of 
recruitment-as shown in Figure 9-by comparing 
t,he trends in annual catch and in juvenile abundance 

the annual catch Y,,+ 1 by the yield per recruit 

experimental indexes. The observed SRR is shown 
in Figure 10, and was fit>ted by YE with a RICKER 
and a REVERTON and HOLT curve. 
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FIG. 0. - Comparison betwecn trcnds in recruitcment nnd 
tol.al catch in P. orienfafis (from Ye, 1981). 

Comparaison enfre fendances du recrutemenf ef ioial des 
prises chez P. orientalis jd’aprks YE, 1981). 

FI~. ICI. - - Stock-rccruitmcnt, rclationsllip for P. orientalis 
(modified from YE, 1981). 

Hefnfinn stock-recrufetnenf chez P. orientalis (modi/E d’aprés 
1-q 1981j. 

(1) On the hypolhesis Chat equilibrium is rcachcd within the par. 
(2) Afler showing Chat tlle year to year variations in calches and catch rates are lhc samc for thc main fishcry (the aulumn 

one) in a shorter series of data. 
(3) A biological year is a twelvc months period starling a(. recruit.ment of thc main cohort. 
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FIG. 11. - Apparent stock-rccruitmenf rclationship for P. 
semisulcatus in Kuwait (from MORGAN and GARCIA, 1982). 

Relation sfoclc-recrutemenf apparente des P. semisulcatus du 
Koweit (d’après MORGAN and GARCIA, 1982). 

(Y/R),+ r, (Figure 11). The statistical bias introduced 
by Pauly’s approach should be largely avoided by 
introducing a lag time of one year in the correlation 
despite the existence of some unavoidable serial 
correlation in the effort series. The reality of the 
observed trends in recruitment have been confirmed 
by two other indexes likely to be much less affected 
by this phenomenon: the catch rate in weight for 
the first month of the fishing season immediately 
following the entry of the recruits in the flshery, 
and the average annual catch rate within periods 
of stable effort. However, when interpreting the 
results, the authors noticed that variations in stock 
size were not well related to fishing effort changes 
and that a high variability in stock size was 
observed for periods of stable effort. They suggested 
that, in their case, the observed stock-recruitment 
relationship might be an artefact produced by 
a driving force other Lhan stock size and flshing 
effort (e.g. environment). 

PENN (1981) analyzed the relationship between 
stock resilience to fishing (as shown by decline 
of yields) and catchability (related to schooling 
behaviour), assuming that the “level of catchability 
Will be reflected in the degree to which spawning 
stocks and therefore recruitment cari be reduced 
by fishing.” He proposes a classification of shrimp 
stocks in groups of respectively low, medium and 
high catchability (for highly schooling species), and 

suggests that Lhe decreases in annual yield observed 
in some stocks of medium and high catchability 
may be an indication that recruitment has been 
affected by flshing. IL must be noted however that 
in the case of P. semisulcaius of Kuwait and 
P. merguiensis of hustralia different interpretalions 
bave also been proposed recently by MORGAN 
and GARCIA (1982) and KIRWVOOD (1981) respec- 
tively involving the action of environmental factors. 
The last author indicates that in spite of the recent 
reduction in annual yields in the heavily fished 
P. merguiensis stocks of Australia, no evidence 
of recruitment overfishing cari be obtained when 
the effect of rainfall on annual catches is removed. 
In the case of P. setiferus of the Gulf of Mexico 
the long term decrease in recruitment does not seem 
to be questionable, but could be explained by 
flshing only assuming a peculiar stock-recruitment 
curve with two inflexion points (NICHOLS, I%%l), 
or alternatively assuming that the changes imposed 
to the Mississipi outflow year after year have reduced 
the potential of the estuaries of that region for that 
species, in the same way as the potential for Crangon. 
crangon recruitment in the Netherlands and Belgium 
has been reduced by the action of man (BODDEICE, 
1982). 

However PENN (persona1 communication) conflr- 
med that the drastic reduction is annual yields of 
P. esculentus in Shark Bay and Exmouth Gulf 
(Australia), since 1980 and 1981 respectively, are 
certainly due to the decimation of the main spring 
spawning by unusually high levels of effort. These 
last observations may indicate that there indeed 
is a level of effort above which recruitment problems 
are met. In addition, owing to the quality of the 
data available it must be recognized that none of 
the interpretations given above for these species 
is fully safe. The idea of a possible link between 
catchability and resilience put forward by PENN 
is interesting and the question remains open. 

As a conclusion to this section it cari be said that 
a number of papers reviewed present some potential 
sources of bias in the estimations of the recruitment 
levels, either because of the methodology used 
(e.g. recruitment indexes not independent of fishing 
effort, introduction of statistical spuriousness in 
the correlations), or the possible misfit between 
some working hypothesis and the real life cycle 
of shrimps when seasonal SRR’s are established. 

In most papers, a significant relationship could 
well be fitted by a straight line passing through 
the origin, except in Boddeke’s paper where the 
apparenl relationships are definitely of a BEVERTON 
and HOLT type. The following sections Will tend to 
demonstrate that they cari be artefacts or misinter- 
pretations. 

Océanogr. frop. 18 (1): 25-48 [1983). 



2.2. Inter-annual variations in shrimp stock-size 

It has long been recognized Lhat the penaeid 
and caridean shrimp catjches vary from year to year. 
A great part of these variations cari be direc.tly 
related to the environmental variations, and the 
literature on these resources is full of attempts Lo 
establish predictive rnodels using sunspot aclivity, 
temperature, rainfall, river out,flow, nursery area, etc. 
as the independent variable. Examplea are given 
by GARCIA and LIZ HESTF: (1981), STAPLES, DALI. 
and VANCE (1981) for Australia (1), TURNF:K and 
CONDREY (1981) and Rnownnn and MOORE (1981) 
for the Gulf of Mexico. An annot,ated short list, of 
possible efl’ects of environment on larval survival 
in penaeids is given by GARCIA and LF: RISTE 
and good experimental and field observations are 
given by ZEIN ELDRIN and ALI)RICH (1965; 1969) 
and by FORD and ST. IZMANT (1971), respectively. 

ZEIN ELD~IN and ALDRICH demonstrated the 
combined negative effect of low salinity and low 
temperature on survival of shrimp postlarvae and 
on cohort abundance. FORD and ST. AMANT have 
clearly shown the importance of the matching 
between the dal.e of arriva1 of t,he main larval cohorts 
in Lhe estuaries and the start of the spring warming 
phase on cohort success, and indicated there was 
no direct relationship between larval abundance 
indexes and recruitment success. BERRY and BA~TER 
(1969) who undertook most, extensive work on the 
relationship between postlarval abundance and 
commercial catches noted the absence of useful 
correlation (2) (p. 786). On the contrary, the relations 
are good when juvenile abundance indexes and 
catches are considered by Lhe same authors, by 
YOKFX. (1969) and BARRET and GILLESPIE (1975). 

In the case of Crarzgo/l crangorz the effects on 
stock size of predat,ion after the postlarval stage 

60 1965 1970 1975 

FIG. 12. - Trends in recruitmrnt indcxcs for P. sefiferus 
(from ~C’ICHOLS, 1981) and P. artecus (Crom PARKACIC, 

1981) in the Gulf of Mexico. 

Tendances des indices de recrutement chez P. stkifcrus 
(d’aprés NICII~LS, 19Slj et P. nztecus (d’aprfis PARRA~K, 

1981) dczns le Golîe du Me:rique. 

P. setiferus - 
*.**..**** P. aztecus - 

*... 

I l I l l 

1965 1968 1971 1974 1977 1980 

Fro. 13. --- Rends in thc rosiduals of 111~ relationship 
bet.wcen catch and effort {approximatc dam graphically 
extractcd from Figures çiven in PE~N, 1981 j. 1: P. merguiensis 
{Gnlî of Carpentaria; 2: P. escnlenfus (Esmouth Bay); 3: P. 

escuZenfus (Sharlc Bayj; 4: P. Iafisulcafus (Shark Bay). 
Tendances des valeurs rtbidzzelles de la relaiion prise/eflort 
(r1onnEe.s approchées tirées des figures de PEXS, 1981). 1: 
P. merguiensis (Golfe de Carpenfarie) ; 0 : P. esculentus (Baie 
d’E.~moufh) ; 3: P. esculentus (Baie Shark); 4: t’. latisulca- 

tus (Baie Shark). 

(1) This parlicular papcr shows a good rctationsbip between rainfall at recruifmenf and annual yields. It points thcrefore 
towards environmentally-driven changes in catchability or age at migration (and first capture?). 

(2) According ta the authors thc correlation might, possibly be strengtbened by improvin, 01 tho sampling efliciency. 

OcLanogr. trop. 18 (1) : 25-48 (19S.Y). 
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has been reached is well documented (TIEWS, 1965, 
REDANT, 1980), as well as the seasonal and inter- 
annual changes in predation (TIEWS and Scrru- 
MACHER, 1982; BODDEKE, 1982). These results 
indicate that an important regulation of recruitment 
occurs between the postlarval stage and recruitment. 

BRO~DER and MOORE (1981) pointed out that 
the survival of juveniles in penaeid shrimps in 
estuaries is related to the degree of matching two 
favourable types of habitat,: a dynamic (water 
mass) and a static one (bottom, depth area, fixed 
vegetation). They showed that, the degree of matching 
varies from year to year through changes affecting 
the dynamic habitat (rainfall), or the static one 
(action of man, reclamation, erosion, subsidence). 
A further indication that recruitment may be largely 
governed by the environment is given by the fact 
that species having divergent ecological preferences 
show, in the same area, contrasting year-to-year 
variations in abundance, while similar species in 
different areas seem to follow similar patterns. FORD 
and ST. AMANT (1971) point out that “when white 
shrimp production is low, brown shrimp production 
increases, appearing to compensate for the annual 
trop.” While this could corne from changes in target 
species by the fishery, Figure 12 shows that the 
recruitment estimates for the two species indeed 
follow reversed cycles, at least up to 1975. 

A flrst graphical examination (1) of the residuals 
of the catchleffort relationships given by PENN 
(1981) for different Australian species (Figure 13) 
shows that the year-to-year variations are very 
much the same for P. esculentus in two different 
areas:’ Shark Bay and Exmouth Gulf (12 points 
on 15 points are in agreement). It also shows that 
the “bad” years for this species in the Lwo areas 
considered correspond to “good” years for P. mer- 
guiensis in the Gulf of Carpentaria. GARCIA and 
LE RESTE (1981) also pointed out that the long- 
term oscillations (1930-1960) of Penaeus setiferus 
catches in Texas and Louisiana were very similar, 
and MORGAN and GARCIA (1982) demonstrated that 
recruitment trends of P. semisulcatus in Kuwait 
and Saudi Arabia were identical. 

The effect of environment changes on production 
are therefore a key characteristic of shrimp stocks. 
These changes are most probably related to changes 
in recruitment (2). They may be more or less periodic 
when linked to natural fluctuations of the environ- 
ment but they cari also appear as trends if related 

to modifications of the environment by man: 
EHRARDT et al. (1981), indicate that in the State 
of Sonora (Mexico) the white shrimp (P. vannamei) 
has been replaced by the blue shrimp (P. stylirostris) 
after modifications of drainage for agricultural 
purposes. DOI et al. (1973), showed the decrease 
in P. japonicus production under progressive land 
reclamation in Japan. MORGAN and GARCIA (1982) 
showed a long-term decreasing trend in Lhe recruit- 
ment of Penaeus semisulcatus in Kuwait and Saudi 
Arahia (Figure 8) which was not well related to 
changes in effort, and could be the result of the very 
intensive land reclamation which occurred in some 
of the main bays. BODDEKE (1982) indicates that 
the brown shrimp production has experienced 
a considerable decrease in the western Wadden 
Sea after the closure of the Zuiderzee in 1931. 

The effect of environment on stock size of shrimp 
stocks are SO important that environmental para- 
meters have even been included into production 
models in order to improve the year-to-year forecast 
(GRIFFIN, LACEWELL and NICHOLS, 1976; GRIFFIN 
and BEAT~E, 1978; TURNER and CONDREY, 1981). 

3. THE EFFECT OF ENVIRONMENTALLY- 
DRIVEN RECRUITMENT CHANGES IN THE 
STOCK-RECRUITMENT CONCEPT 

3.1. The traditional SRR concept 

It is generally agreed that there must be some 
regulatory mechanisma enhancing the reproductive 
capacity of a stock when its biomass is approaching 0, 
and reducing reproductive success when biomasses 
reach very high levels (LARKIN, 1973). Relationships 
between the spawning stock and the recruitment 
may be described by a wide family of curves. The 
exact shape of the curve is most often difficult 
to deflne with any statistical accuracy because of the 
high variability generally observed. Some hypotheses 
on the main mechanism underlying larval survival 
may therefore be necessary in order to prejudge 
which type of curve might be adequate (i.e. canni- 
balism of Young by adults, or limiting food and 
habitat, RICKER, 1975, p. 281). 

Figure 14 summarizes the general understanding. 
An arbitrary SRR curve R = f(S) is given, as well 
as a family of replacement lines S = f(R) corres- 
ponding to different levels of exploitation (see 

(1) PENN gives graphs showing Lhe catch-effort dat,a points. The line passing through these points (equivalent of an empirical 
production modcl) has been drawn by eye and Lhe vertical distances of the data points to the line measured graphically. These 
results must therefore be one considered as very preliminary. 

(2) But a recent papcr by STAPLES, DALL and VANCE (19 81) showing good cor-relations between shrimp production and rainfall 
during the migration/recruitment process indicates that an effcct of rainfall on availability/catchability is also possible. 

Océanogr. hop. 18 (1): 25-48 (1983). 
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0 Stock size (n) 

FIG. 14. - A throretical stock-recruitment curve 
showing the different “equilibrium” situations corrcs- 
ponding to various levrls of fishing (deterministic 

appronch). 
Courbe stock-recrutement théorique indiquant les différen- 
tes siiuafions d’équilibre qui correspondent à divers 

nioenuz de pèche (approche délerministe). 

RICXER, 1975, p. 284). The line OA corresponds 
to the unexploited stock; the line OZ, tangent Lo the 
R = f(S) curve at the origin, corresponds to the 
exploitation level beyond which the stock would 
collapse because the number of recruits produced 
Will be insufficient to caver the density-independent, 
mortality (GARROD, 1973). In a determinislic 
approach, it is generally assumed that the stock 
reaches some sort of “equilibrium” at. each level 
of fishing at the intersection between the R = f(S) 
curve and the S = f(R) line (points A to E). Ideally, 
when the fishery develops and slock size conse- 
quently decreases, a series of “equilibrium” situa- 
Lions would be deLected, progressively showing 
the shape of t,he stock-recruitment curve. The 
phenomenon is assumed Lo be reversible when 
effort is reduced for managemenl purposes. 

In this traditiona concept Lhe eflect of environ- 
ment variability on larval survival is neglected 
and it is assumed that it will “only” somewhat 
blur the relalionship (1). 

In case the environmental effects are recognized 
as very important,, i.e., they cannot be neglected 

1 

tment 

Stock size (n) 

TIG. 15. - A theorctical stock-recruitment mode1 when natural 
varinhility is takcn into account. 

Modèle théorique de slock-recrufemenf intégrant la uariabilitd nafurelle. 

anymore, then it, must also be recognized that 
a given stock may produce a range of recruitments 
depending on the environmental conditions. The 
R = f(S) curve Lherefore becomes R = f(S, E) sur- 
face, where E stands for a set of environmental 
variables (see Figure 15). 

If we assume t,hat the environmental variability 
has little effect on the slope of the replacement line, 
it cari be seen from the figure that under a given 
level of exploitation, the stock Will not find an 
“equilibriurn point” (e.g. h to D) but Will move 
across the SRR surface, along the replacement 
line (e.g. OR or OC), which will become an “equili- 
brium line” when F is stable. 

Sirnilarly, the line 07, in Figure 14 should be 
replac.ed by a surface YOZ limited by the tangents 
to the Upper and lower envelopes to the SRR surface. 
This surface delimits the ranges of F where the risk 
of collapse is extremely high, but it must be noted 
that a lirnited ri& exists even at much lower levels 
of effort and increases with Lhe fishing pressure 
(see I,AUHIX, FONTENEAII and CHAWACNAT, 1980, 
for simulation analysis of this problem). 

When the environmentally-driven changes in 
larval survival become largely dominant as compared 
Lo stock size the usefulness of the concept of 

(1) Tho SRI< line is takcn as rcprcscntin% Chc informative “signal” while thc environmental variebility is considcred as a 
<‘noix” in the rclationship. 
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“collapse level of effort” is limited to the determi- 
nation of the level beyond which the risk of collapse 
becomes unacceptable. On the other hand, the 
analysis of the environmental “noise” itself becomes 
essential for long or short-term prediction purposes, 
the time-scale of the projections that cari be made 
depending on the time-scale of the environmental 
parameters considered. 

3.2. The existence of a serial correlation 

It should be remembered that a penaeid shrimp 
stock contains essentially one year class. The recruit- 
ment generally has seasonal peaks, even if some 
recruitment occurs throughout the year. A typical 
shrimp flshery intensively exploits the main group 
of recruits (3 months old), following it a11 throughout 
the year, and leaving very few survivors (8 months 
and older) for spawning. In this case the annual 
average stock size, the size of the spawning stock, 
and the annual catch are much more strongly related 
to the recruitment of the year than in the case of 
a multi-age resource. Their adjustment to any 
change of yearly fishing effort Will be ‘Ynstanta- 
neous” e.g. when the yearly time interval is consi- 
dered, the stock is in “permanent, equilibrium”. 

As a consequence, when the level of effort changes 
rather slowly or is stabilized (as in fully-developed 
fisheries) the stock size in year n (B,), Will follow 
very closely the year-to-year variations of the 
recruitment (R,) (1). These variations are generally 
not random but serially-correlated (as the environ- 
mental changes also are), and the plot of R, against 
B,r Will produce a spurious positive relationship, 
no matter what the true SR relationship is. 

This problem, which could explain at least partly 
the apparent linear relationships observed for 
penaeids (cf. Section 2) was raised by MORGAN 
and GARCIA (1982) and discussed by GARCIA (1981). 

3.3 The apparent trajectories observe& 

The relationship reviewed in Section 2.1 cari now 
be discussed in light of the above considerations. 
When the effect of environment on recruit.ment 
is more important than Lhe effecl of limited changes 
in fishing mortality, Lhe concept of an “average” 
stock-recruitment line around which some “noise” 
occurs is not the most useful one, and one might 
consider that there are in fact a family of SRR lines, 
corresponding to different sets of environmental 
conditions. This is certainly true of recruits on a 

seasonal basis (a given number of eggs Will produce 
different numbers of recru& according to the 
period of the year when they are laid), and also 
on a year-to-year basis. The fact that an environ- 
mental variable has to be introduced in production 
models (cf. Section 2.2.), leading in fact to a family 
of production curves for the same resource, is the 
same as saying that there is not one stock-recruit- 
ment curve but a family of them (if it is assumed 
that. the effect of year-to-year changes in environ- 
ment on yield-per-recruit is negligible). 

GARCIA (1981) showed the similarity between 
these Lwo problems and pointed out Lhat in both 
cases the limited number of data points obtained 
from fishery data (catch and effort, or stock and 
recruitment) Will describe the trajectory of the stock 
not along a single curve (production mode1 or SRR 
line) but across a surface. IIe indicated that in a more 
or less stabilized fishery, and because of the short 
time needed in order to reach the equilibrium, the 
apparent R, +r = f(S,) plotted relationship Will in 
fact be very close to Lhe S, = f(Rn) one (the replace- 
ment line for a given exploitation rate), especially 
when the year-to-year environmentally-driven chan- 
ges in recruitment are small (see Figure 16). The 

R n+l 1 
A 9-y 4 ?* 

ACTUAL S--R 

Stock size STl 

FIG. 16. - Hypothetical trajectory of the S/R data points 
across a stock-recruitment surface (materialtzed by a family 
of curvcs) when F is constant and thc survival rate decreases 

from year to year for environmental reasons. 
Trujeefoire hypolh&ique des points représcnfafifs des données 
SIR à fravers une surface de stock-recrutemenf (matérialisée 
par une famille de courbes) quand F est constant et que le 
taux de survie décroît d’année en année par dégradalion de 

l’environnement. 

(1) It is much less the case with mulli-a$e st.oclr structures and progressive recruitment. 
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serial correlation and cyclic. recruitment levels Will 
be shown by some ranking of the data points along 
the npparent SRR line. 

If changes in fishing effort and natural factors 
occur together, the data points Will describe a more 
complex trajectory: the “SHR” curve given in 
Figure 8, obtained by ~?AI:L~ (in press), and which 
has been said earlier to be in fact a S, = f(R,) 
plot (cf. Section 2) may be an example. The original 
figure has been modified by adding the lines joining 
the origin to groups of points corresponding to 
comparable effort levels and representing therefore 
the theoretical ‘(replacement lines” for the various 
levels of effort. It cari then be understood why 
the decrease in recruitrnent from 1963 Lo 1963 and 
its following increase, corresponding to different 
levels of effort, gave different trajectories on the 
apparent SRR plot. Another example of the sjmila- 
rit? between SRR and replacement plot in penaeid 
shrlmps cari be worked out by using the data given 
by YE (1981). The author gives a correct SRR 
relationship (Figure 10). We ltave plotted for 
comparison, in Pigure 17, the relationship between 
Rn and S, (or replacement plot). The comparison 

(xd) 

t 
1 

T 1 APP$RENT S-R 

1 
I I I I 1 1 

10 20 30 40 50 60 (x106) 
Stock year n = (y) 

FIG. 17. - I-tclalion belween the recruil.mcnt in yeür n antl ~II(~ 
progeny spawning stock in ycar n+l (from YK, 1981:. (l’he ‘i 
and Y axis have Gcen intcrchangcd 1.0 facilitate !Ix compari- 

son with Figure 10). 

Relafion enfre le recrufement dans I’annCe n ef le stocl~ pondmr 
qui en esf issu dans l’année n + 1 (d’apris YR, l.Wlj. (Les mes 
X et Y ont été hhangh l’un pour l’arlfre en vue de faciliter la 

compnraison avec In /îgrlre 10). 

of the two figures when the;y are superimposcd 
shows that the positive relatlonships are nearly 
t,he same and Lhat Lhe apparent SKR (assuming 
density-dependent larval mortalities) is in fact an 
image of the replacernent function (related to fishing 
mortality). The same could apply Lo the results 
obtained hy ROTHSCHILI) and PAnRACK, 1981 
(Figure 13) because the annual recruitment level 
has fluctuated (with a possible alight upward trend), 
while F stayed between 0.13 and 0.17 from 1960 
to 1977 (according to ~~.ARR.MK 1981). The SeasonaI 
linear SRR’s given by PARRACK (1981) are inte- 
reating despite their limitations (cf. Section 2), 
because the steepest. slopes obtained are observed 
for Lhe main cohorts which are also the most- 
intensively fished ones. In fa&, the seasonal changes 
in slope he observed seem to reproduce the seasonal 
changes in l?, which is what one would expect 
if they were in fact replacement lines. 

The lack of any good apparent. SRR for P. setiferus 
( ~OTIISCIIILI) and PA~RAI(, 1981; NICHOLS, 1981) 
however, raises a puzzling problem. The Gulf of 
Mexico white shrimp underwent important changes 
in abundance between 1930 and 1960 (GUNTEH 
and I~~r~wanr~s, 1969) and is likely to be rather 
sensitive to environment.al changes and, as a conse- 
quenc,e, likely to produce the same type of positive 
relationship. The solution could be looked for in 
Xichols’ methodology. For instance, import,ant 
hiasea may bave been introduced in the cohort 
analysis by using an average age-length key for 
males and Eernales when decomposing catches into 
cohort,s. I-Iowever, the parameters used by ROTH- 
SCHILD and PARRACK (1981), when analyzing the 
stock-recruitment pattern of Lhis species, are mue11 
less subject Lo bias and st.ill no good relationship 
is apparenl. 

Anot,her explanation may be found in Lhe fac1 
thal Lhe range of Lhe sl,ock sizes and rec.ruitment 
data for that shrimp is rnuch more limited than for 
brown shrimp P. azlecrls. This range is indicated 
for comparison in Figure 6 together with the brown 
shrimp data expressed in the same units. The data 
for P. sefifcrus is more or less in line with the t.rend 
detected for Brown shrimp but corresponds to 
relatively smaller abundances, and the relative 
limitation of t,he data range hecomes obvious when 
it is noted that t,he wliite shrimp recruitments 
may have been about 4 tirnes higher in the pas1 
(1939-1946) in order to account for the very high 
catches report.ed at that. time (1) (SICHOLS, 1981). 
In this case, there rnay bave been a trend in recruit- 
ment (tentatively indicated by the trend in catches), 

(1) Provided lhc catch slnlistics are not Q-ossly cwoneous. 
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and the plot referred to above would represent 
a small portion of the whole relationship where the 
variability (of a magnitude similar to the one obser- 
ved on brown shrimps) cari easily mask any possible 
trend. 

3.4. SRR : reality or artefact and misinterpretations 

3.4.1. REALITY? 

It has been shown that the correlations observed 
between stock and recruitment of shrimp were 
quasi-linear (except for Boddeke’s work on Crangon 
crangon which is examined later on). In theory, 
the stock-recruitment relationship cannot be linear 
within the whole range of possible stock sizes, or 
there would not be any possibility of stabilization 
of the stock biomass at some positive level (the only 
intersection between linear R,+ i = f(S,) and S, = 
f(R,) functions, and therefore equilibrium point 
for the stocks, being the origin of the plot). 

Because of the variability existing in a11 the data 
sets, the observed relationships could also be taken 
as slightly curved downwards. However, the vertical 
distances between the curve and the replacement 
lines-which are an estimate of the surplus recruit- 
ment and therefore an estimate of the resilience 
of the adult stock size to external perturbations 
by fishing and natural causes-would be SO small 
that it would be highly unlikely that the shrimp 
stocks could have maintained themselves for such 
a long time. 

It cari of course be argued that the observations 
refer to the ascending limb of the left-hand part 
of the SRR when fishing is SO hard that recruitment 
becomes proportional to stock size and tends to 
zero. In this case it would be necessary to believe 
that these stocks are presently very intensively 
exploited by fishing and severely depleted, up to 
a level close to the collapse situation. However, 
PARRACK (1981) found for brown shrimp that the 
values of F oscillated only between 0.13 and 0.17/ 
month in the period of observation, when M = 
O.lFj/month. These results do not indicate “exces- 
sive” fishing effort and the overall recruitment 
may have even increased with time despite increa- 
sing levels of effort (Figure 7). 

In Kuwait also the linear-relationship observed 
by MORGAN and GARCIA (1982) do not refer to a 
biologically-overexploited fishery, and the decrease 
in recruitment occurs at a (more or less) constant 
level of effort close to the F,,, level. On the other 
hand no relationship could be found for the banana 

prawn, P. merguiensis, in the Gulf of Carpentaria, 
when the effect of environment is extracted 
(KIRKWOOD, 1981) despite the fact that the yearly 
exploitation rate exerted is among the highest 
ever measured (78 to 85 percent according to LUCAS, 
KIRKWOOD and SOMMER~, 1979). 

The case of P. setiferus is even more striking 
because NICHOLS (1981) found exploitation rates 
of 15 to 25 percent only between 1960 and 1978, 
a period during which the overall recruitment seems 
to be much smaller than it probably used to be 
in the earlier years of the fishery. 

There is therefore no convincing evidence that 
the positive, quasi-linear relationships between 
stock and recruitment observed up to now are 
related to excessively-high levels of fishing and 
could be taken as the left ascending limb of the 
usually-assumed relationships. The existence of 
a SRR which would really be nearly linear over 
the whole range of possible stock sizes cannot be 
taken as compatible with the stability demonstrated 
by these resources which are among the oldest 
marine species (according to RURUKOWSKY, 1970); 
Penaeus species already existed during the creta- 
ceous period. 

3.4.2. ARTEFACTS AND MISINTERPRETATIONS. 

The “apparent” stock-recruitment relationships 
obtained might thus be artefacts (1) or need to be 
interpreted in completely different terms. This 
argument has been tentatively substantiated in the 
present paper. 

A great number of papers have demonstrated 
(cf. Section 2) that: 

(a) An important regulation of recruitment occurs 
in the estuaries between the postlarval and the 
migrating juvenile stages of penaeid shrimps in 
relation to environmental factors such as temperature 
and salinity combinations. 

(b) In penaeid and caridean shrimp fisheries 
the annual production is strongly correlated with 
climatic factors (rainfall, temperature, river outflow, 
estuarine areas), and the fit of production models 
in some penaeid stocks has been greatly improved 
by the addition of environmental variables. 

(c) The changes exerted by man on the nursery 
areas of penaeid and caridean shrimps have in the 
past had drastic effects on annual production. 

(1) In the sense that despite having a “îamiliar” shape, they are not the result of the same phcnomena (effect of fishing on 
stock size and subsequont rccruitmonl), and cannot bc inlerpreted in the same way in terms of management. 

Océanogr. hop. 18 (1): 25-48 (1983). 
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(d) Seasonal and year-to-year changes of caridean 
shrimps abundance are related to changes in natural 
mortality due to predation (BODDEKE, 1982; Tmws 
and SCHUMACHER, 1982). 

It should therefore be concluded that for some 
shrimp stocks the effect of the environment on 
recruitment may be at least as important, if not 
more SO, than the effect of fishing, the nat,ural 
variability of annual production differing probably 
from stock to stock (c,f. GARCIA and LE RESTE, 
1981, Page 119, for references). 

When this variability is high, the SRR line should 
be better-defined by a SRR surface across which 
the stock Will “move” as an immediate response to 
the levels of both the (environmentally-driven) 
recruitment and fishing effort. 

The short-lived nature of shrimp stocks (recruited 
at 3 months, reaching adulthood at 8 months, and 
having a generation time of 1 year) introduces 
a direct linear relationship bctween the size of the 
recruitment in year n (R,) and the size of the subse- 
quent adult stock (S,. in the same year). As a 
consequence Lhe existence of an environmentally- 
driven serial correlation in recruitment oscillations 
would therefore lead t,o the existence of a serial 
correlation in stock sizes, and to the production 
of a spurious positive relationship between S, and 
R,+ 1 (justifying the word artefact). 

The Lwo seasonal stock recruitment approaches 
which have been found in the literature and are 
described in ibis paper (PARRACK, 1981; UODDKKE: 
1982) are worth a separate comment. The relation- 
ship is established between the spawning stock size 
(spawners biomass or overall fecundily) and the 
recruitment 3 or 4 months later. This procedure 
is a rnajor step towards better understanding of the 
production mechanisms in short-lived species but, 
raises some problems concerning the actual signi- 
ficance of the relationships obtained, as compared 
to the traditional stock-recruitment approach based 
on yearly data. 

The seasonal relationship bas been established 
between the spawning stock in a given month, say 
April, and Lhe subsequent recruitrnent in July 
when a series of years is available, exploiting the 
year-to-year variability in stock size in order to 
idenlify the relationship characterizing a month 
(cf. PARRACK, 1981). This approach is a refinement. 
of the traditional method because seasonal pat.terns 
in recruitment survival and fishing morta1it.y may 
be accounted for but has the same limitations as 

- 

described above (possible confusion beLween t,he 
SHR and the replacement> functions). 

The relationships have also been esLablished 
between a series of successive monthly spawning 
stock sizes (e.g. March, April, May and June), and 
the dubsequent recruitments 4 months later (BO»- 
DEKE: 1982). In this case, the data contains a strong 
serial correlation because of the existence of natural 
seasonal variations of recruitment (cf. Figure 5) 
which induce seasonal variations in stock sizes (1). 
Relating the two variables wit,h a time iag Will 
always produce a relationship which apparent shape 
Will largely depend on the time lag used. Assuming 
that the proper lag is known (and constant), Figure 18 
shows on a three-dimensional diagram Lhe trajec- 
tories of stock sizes and subsequent recruitment 
during the year and the projection of this trajectory 
on t.he stock-recruitment plan. It cari be said that 
the shape of the “apparent,” stock-recruitment plot 
(implicitly asaumed to be a density-dependent 
function) is in fact, given by superimposing monthly 
independent SR areas (2) which position on the 
diagram depends both on fecundity level and survival 
to recruitment. The survival of a given monthly 
cohort, may also be density-dependent but it is largely 
governed by the seasonal environmental conditions. 
This rneans that each exponential type of curve 
established by Uor,r)Ixe for each geographical area 
considered cannot. be interpreted as general relation- 
ships showing the effect of stock size on recruitment 
but as a mixture of relationships between a given 
st.ock in a yioen rnorzih (with its own environmental 
conditions) and the subsequent recruitment,. In 
other words Lhe phenomenon represented by the 
“seasonal” SRR when only the H and S axes are 
used is net, the response of the recruitment to 
changes in stock size (by fishing), but the result 
of the complex ontogenetic adaptation of the 
population Lo a seasonally-oscillating environment. 

In this sense. the curves drawn by BODDEKE 
(1982) give an interesting summary of the recruit- 
ment survival strategy (3) followed by the popula- 
Lion, especially when expanded in a block diagram 
as in Figure 18. but they do not predict global 
recruitment changes resulting from changes imposed 
on the population size by fishing. 

Because of Lhe existence of long-term variations 
of annual overall level of recruitment and abundance 
in shrirnps Lhe exact shape of Lhe curve and Lhe 
position of an eventual asymptote Will however 
be defined only when a long tdme series becomes 

(1) In addition, Figures 5.4 and 5B show tlic existence of a long-tcrm Lrend in thc time stries used l’y IIOI)DEKE. 
(2) Thc exact shapc of thcsr SR awas is net. important for the wasoning. 
(3) AL scasonal levc~l it is also nscfnl lo calcnlatc lhc monthly valnes of thc ratio R/S givcn by HOIIIIEICK antl BFXKER (1979;, 

Figure 3A. 

Océanogr. trop. 18 (1): 2.5-4s (19X.7). 
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FIG. 18. - Seasonal patterns of spawning stock-sizes (time t) and recruitment (t+r) and apparent stock-recruitment relationship. 
Modèles saisonniers des stocks pondeurs (temps t), du recrutement (t+r), et de la relation apparente stock-recrutement. 

available, Le. where the maximum seasonal potential 
values for each time stratum Will be signiflcantly 
represented in the data. 

4. DISCUSSIOIYS 

4.1. Environmental variability and measurement errors 
in recruitment indexes 

As far as SRR in general is concerned we would 
agree with SHEPHERD (1982) that “the data on 
which to base an SRR are generally poor. One cari 

hardly even have any confidence that the form 
of the curve and its paramaters are reliably deter- 
mined and therefore many people (1) have felt 
that the exercise is at best of little value and at 
worst potentially misleading.” 

It has always been recognized that at least part 
of the recruitment survival variability was related 
to environment (see for instance OTTESTAD, 1942 
quoted by CUSHINCT, 1972, for the Arcto-i\orwegian 
cod). More recently CSIRKE (1980) produced a 
modified SR Riclrer mode1 for the Peruvian anchovy 
including a variable talren as “representative of 

(1) The usefulness of SI% bas been questioned again recently in IOC (1981) and SHARP (1981). 

Océanogr. hop. 18 (1): 26-88 (188.3). 
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Lhe size of the t,otal area or volume inhabited by 
the population”, related to year-to-year changes 
in oceanographic conditions. The natural variability 
of recruitment data in various stocks has been 
analyzed by HENNEMI~I, PALMER and F<ROWN 
(1981). 

On the other hand, WALTER~ and LCDWIG (1981) 
draw the attentAon to the cffect of measurement, 
errors in SRR. They demonstrate that they cari 
easily mask completely a strong relationship or 
produce artificial “dome-1ike” curves. 

It is interesting to note that in the case of shrimps 
the observed relationships are indeed often very 
good, pointing more towards statistical spuriousness 
due to t,he regression approach than to measurement 
errors. 

WALTER~ and LUDWIG also point out that “a 
common reaction by biologists fac,ed with noisy 
stock-recruit data has been 10 seek for environ- 
mental factors that might explain variation in 
recruitment” and that “such efforts could well be 
as deceptive as the SR analyses they seek 10 replace.” 
1 believe that in the case of shrimpa the effects 
of environment are SO well-documented t,hat it is 
an errer to forget it in SR analysis, and agree with 
WALTER~ and L,UDWIG (198 L) that “it is worth 
questioning the wisdom of trying to fit. simple models 
to the data rather than multi-variate models t.hat 
account for the various environmental influences 
on recruitment.” 

4.2.. Systematic bias due to fishing on pre-recruits 

SRR’s for shrimps are established using data on 
the adult stock i.e. from the offshore trawl fishery. 
The recruitment is estimated as the number entering 
the trawl fishery (dividin g Y by Y/H, by backwards 
cohort analysis, or by the cpue in numbers at the 
time of recruitment). However juvenile shrimps 
are very often fished also in estuaries at artisanal 
level before or during migration. When the data 
concerning this early exploit,ation is net. taken into 
account the lagoon fishing mortality is implicitly 
included in the SRR as an additional “natural” 
mortality factor lowering the apparent recruitment, 
produced by a given adult stock size by an amount 
(in %) roughly equal to the exploit,ation rate in 
the lagoons. 

As a consequence the existence of an arlisanal 
llshery is a very serious source of bias when not 
taken into account,. The impacl. on the shape of the 
SRR Will depend on the trends of tlte inshore and 
offshore fishing mortality. IUferenl cases cari be 
examined: 

(1) As opposcd 10 L‘naiurol”. 

Océanogr. trop. IS (1): 2%48 (19S.T). 

(a) Developing offshore fisherylcorwtarzf inshore fishery 

If we assume that 20 percent. of the potential 
recruits are taken before actual reeruitment offshore, 
thia is equivalent. t.o an additional constant rnortality 
at ail effort (ami stock size) levels. The result Will be 
an apparent. SKR of the same shape as the actual 
one but 20 percent less than they actually are. 
This bias is not likely to produce an artificial straight 
line. 

(b) Stabilized offshore fisher!y/developing inshore fkhery 

‘Ibis will bave t.he sarne effect as increasing 
pollution or land reclamation. The increase in exploi- 
t,ation rate of pre-recruits having the same effect 
as a decrease in survival due to environmental 
changes. The SR data points Will follow the repla- 
cement line corresponding to the stable level of 
fishing rnortality, just as in Figures 16 or 11, produ- 
cinp an apparent linear SKK. This bias lias been 
exeluded in the case of tbe linear SHR for Penaerls 
semisulcatus in Kuwait. by using total yield and 
adjusting the yield per recruit accordingly, but> 
might, have to be taken into consideration in the 
Gulf of Mexico where catch data on inshore fisheries 
were not used and recruitments were estimated 
by cohorts nnalysis on offshore catch data only. 

(c) Developirzg inshore ad offshore fishery 

When bot,h fisheries develop with Lime the resul- 
ting trajectory of the SR data point.s Will be more 
complex and Will depend on both rates of change, 
the chances Lhat a straight apparent SI~R, passing 
through the origin, is generated, is likely to be very 
small if Lhe aclual SRR is sianificantly curved. 

IL is obvious from the above example that Lhe 
existence of any artificial (t) source of mortality 
Aould be t.aken into account when analyzing the 
SRR and that particular attention Aould be given 
to trends in the artisanal inshore fisheries. 

4.3. Conclusions 

In our paper we bave shown Lhat Lhe SHR pre- 
sently published for shrimps are likely to be statistical 
artefacts or biological misint,erpretat.ions. It has no1 
been proven that the recruitment, of shrimp stocks 
was independent, of stock size, and this was not 
Lhe purpose of the paner, but these conclusions 
should lead us into beinp extremely cautious before 
accepting for granted, on the basis of limit.ed data, 
the existence of a simple, tleterministic SHR (in 
the traditiona serise) in Arimp populalions. 
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The existence of SRR’s are still to be demons- 
trated. Their analysis has started surprisingly late, 
considering the high value of shrimp stocks, but the 
information accumulated during the last three years 
is important and may be summarized as follows: 

- The analysis of the relationship between 
stock and recruitment at. seasonal level (e.g. monthly 
cohorts) would certainly be a fruitful approach 
(cf. BODDEKE, 1982, PARRACK, 1981, and Figure 18). 
When there are two main cohorts (generally coming 
from spring and autumn spawnings) there Will 
probably be two different SRR’s. In this type of 
analysis, seasonal changes in the proportion of adult 
stocks actually available for spawning must be 
taken into account. 

- There probably exists an Upper limit in the 
SRR corresponding to the carrying capacity of the 
nursery which cari be affected by man (cf. BODDEKE, 
1982). 

- For any stock levcl, the proportion of this 
maximum which Will actually be reached Will vary 
from year-to-year, or seasonally, according to the 
environment. 

- Taking into consideration the important natural 
year-to-year variability, the concept of an annual 
stock-recruitment “surface” would be more appro- 
priate than a SR line, and many more data points 
than presently available, at a11 Ievels of fishing effort, 
are necessary before the shape of that surface cari be 
deflned (flat-topped, dome-shaped, etc.). Because 
of the facts that adults and nursery grounds are 
completely separated and that the nursery conditions 
and area seem to be the limiting factors, a Beverton 
and Holt-type of surface would probably be the 
most likely (as in Figure 14). The important fact, 
however, is that within that surface, the variations 
of recruitment are not random but serially correlated, 
and the data show that in the short-term it is recruit- 
ment that drives the stock size and not the reverse. 

4.4. Consequences for management 

Not very much cari be said on this subject because 
of the uncertainty on the SRR but the already 
available knowledge should however be usefully 
taken into consideration. Shrimp stocks {and the 
yearly catches) being more controlled by the recruit- 
ment of the year than other longer-lived stocks, 
it is therefore even more crucial for management 
purposes to identify the factors responsible for the 
variations. The revelant, questions to be answered 
are: 

1 - What are the factors influencing the recruit- 
ment level? 

Océano~r. trop. IS (1): 25-48 (1983). 

2 - If flshing (i.e. stock size) and environment 
are the regulating factors what are their relative 
impact on the recruitment level? 

3 - Can the determinant factor(s) be signifl- 
cantly effected by man, either purposely (by fishery 
management), or inadvertently (pollution, land 
reclamation, etc.) ? 

We would also like to note that the causes of any 
changes (trends) in recruitment should be identifled 
in order to assess whether the phenomenon is 
reversible (due to fishing, or periodic environment 
changes) or not {habitat destruction). 

4.4.1. ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS 

WALTER~ and LUDGWIG (1981) state that “in 
the long term view of management it is simply 
irrelevant to comment that recruitment cari often 
be predicted more accurately from environmental 
factors than from spawning stock (because) it is 
the spawning stock that cari be controlled through 
management decisions.” In the particular case of 
shrimps this last statement may be questionable 
because stock size is strictly controlled, flrst of a11 
by recruitment and therefore Will be signiflcantly 
controlled by fishing only if fishing has a major, 
measurable effect on recruitment (beyond the likely 
negative effect of a very high “collapse” level 
of effort). This has not yet been proved (or disproved), 
while environmental effects are well documented. 
As a consequence the validity of Ludwig and 
Walter’s statement in the case of shrimps should 
be assessed by answering the three questions listed 
at the beginning of Section 4.4. It is likely that 
t,he short-term variations in stock size might be 
difficult to predict from environmental factors in 
order to adjust the exploitation. A lot of regression 
models have been established (a review was given 
by GARCIA and LE RESTE, 1981) but most of them 
have not been confronted with the test of time to 
evaluate their actual usefulness. However the 
long-term oscillations when identifled cari probably 
be taken into account. 

On the other hand it should be noted that a clear 
littoral and freshwater management policy is needed 
because the potential indirect effect of their misuse 
may be a much greater cause of trouble in the 
long-term than the flshing activity per se. 

4.4.2. THE EFFE~T OF FISHING 

It must be noted that shrimps are adult at 8 months 
but that the fishery starts at a much earlier age 
(2-3 months and even earlier in some artisanal 
flsheries). In this case the spawning potential in 
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terms of potential fecundity-per-recruit (1) cari be 
reduced to very low levels by fishing as was shown 
by GARCIA (1977) for P. nofinlis, and some sort 
of limitation of effort may therefore be necessary. 

It is generally accepted that there must be a level 
of stock sizc below which the rec,ruitment Will 
decrease on average (cf. point E in Figure 14) and 
a level of effort beyond which the stock cannot 
replace itself (line OZ in Figure 14) and collapses. 
Because of the importance of year-to-year varia- 
bility in shrimp recruitment, it is better t,o think 
about a range of exploitation levels between which 
the risks of collapse increase drastically (YOZ in 
Figure IFi), and remember that if in fact begins 
to increase as soon as fishing star& on a virgin 
stock, as demonstrated by lJ~~~~~ et al., 1980. 
GARROD (1973) has pointed out that in the tradi- 
tional concept of stock-recruitment,, the collapse 
level is attained for F = F CO, but that if high 
fecundity is an adaptation to strong variations 
in the environment, the level of high risk of collapse 
may be reached at much lower values of F, especially 
for late-rnaturing species (which is paradoxically 
the case for shrimpa because they are recruited 
at 3 months, are adult at 8 mont,hs and Live only 
12 months in the fishery). This collapse level may 
even be reached earlier if the natural variabilily 
of recruitment, is taken into account (Figure 15). 

It has however often been assumed that “it is net 
economically or technically feasible to take SO many 
shrimps Lhat there are too few survivors to provide 
an adequate supply for the following year” (2) 
(NEAI,, 1975 and TURNER and CONDREY, 1981), 
or in other words that the maximum-allowable- 
yield is virtually “a11 the shrimps thal cari be caught” 
(point of view challenged by HOTHSCHILL) and 
PARRACK, 1981) leading to an optimum management 
of the adult stock on a yield-per-recruit basis (in 
weight or, better still, in value) as advised by 
GULLAND (1972). 

This assumption refers to the industria trawl 
flshery and may hold, provided governtnental aids 
and subsidies do not help the fishery to develop 
beyond the critical level, and the exploitation 
system is flexible enough to allow excess fishing 
effort to be diverted out of the fishery when the 

stock size is too low. In fact PENN (persona1 communi- 
cation) indicates that in 1980 and 1981 two Austra- 
lian stocks of 1). esculenlus have experienced acute 
recruitment problems following a documenled concen- 
tration of fishing effort. 

The assumption should also certainly be consi- 
dered with caution where artisanal lapoon fisheries 
on juveniles are concerned because of the low 
operating costs and high eficiency of the net-barrier 
fishery systems cari reach (bamboo trapa in the 
Indian Ocean, “Tapas” in Mexico, stake nets in 
West Africa). 

For the want. of better information it therefore 
seems advisable (both for economical and biological 
purposes) t,o manage a shrimp fishery by limiting 
the effort below some threshold level corresponding 
to an “accept,able” level of risk. This is of course 
rather theoretical bccause this level is difficult 
to define in practice (exc,ept by t,rial and errer, 
progressively increaainp the level of effort allowed). 
It is likely that with the present fishing conditions, 
keeping the industrial fishery profitable (wit,hout, 
government subsidies), would allow the biological 
objective (avoiding the critical level of effort) 
to also be rnet on average, even when an artisanal 
fishery on juveniles exists, because its biological 
effects (reduced recruitment.) Will affect the profita- 
bilit,y of the trawl fishery on adults. 

In any case it is clear that any good management 
policy based on some sort of fishing effort regulation 
Will lose efliciency in khe absence of a clear fresh- 
water and estuan~s management policy. 

Thc original mannscript, lias bcnn commcntcd on by 
II. JCINW+, J. I’EXN, G. hhR<:AS, H. Fb’sC~ir~n, 13. ~kslrr~o, 
L). Par-LY, Ii. B~I)D~E and Lhe refwees of Ihe Oceanographic 
Tropicale. 1 would likc to lhanlr ail of Ihrm for their very 
stimutat,ing çommcnls. 

1 am also vrry- grateful to my collf~agucs in FAO, and 
trspecially to G. SIIAHP, Cor Ihcir infinite palience during the 
long discussions w: had topclher on thc srlbject. 

Manuscril regz au Seruice des É:ditions de l’O.R.S.T.0.M. 
le 7 décembre 1982 

-- 

(1) Concept introdwcd by I,E Gcex ;1971). 
(‘Lj This poinl secms t.o be support.ed by thc observations of GUSTER (1966) who indicated Chat dcspilc nearly complete dcstruc- 

lion of the shrimp resourccs on thc .Ulantic toast of tho Ci.S.A. during Ihc cold wintcr of 1910, Ihr catch in autumn 1941 was normal. 

Oc&nogr. hop. 18 (1): BS-48 (1983). 
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